Low-Power Electro-Optical Switch Based on a III-V Microdisk Cavity on Silicon-on-Insulator Circuit
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Abstract: We introduce a compact, low-power electro-optical switch on silicon-on-insulator circuit through heterogeneous integration. A III-V microdisk cavity with a diameter of 10µm is employed as the switching element. Switching of a 10Gbps optical signal is demonstrated by sweeping the bias between –1.1V―0.9V with 15dB extinction ratio and 1.2ns switching speed.
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1. Introduction

Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) structure has been presented as a promising platform for future optical interconnects [1]. In order to realize more complex optical network-on-chip, compact optical switching and routing elements with low power consumption are required. Such a device has been demonstrated by using SOI ring resonators with either optical pumping [2] or electrical pumping [3]. In this paper, we report an alternate approach by using heterogeneous integration of a III-V microdisk cavity on an SOI circuit. The resonant wavelength of the microdisk cavity is shifted through current injection, and the optical signals can then be switched between two output SOI waveguides. Switching of 10Gbps optical signal is demonstrated by sweeping the bias between –1.1V―0.9V with extinction ratio of 15dB. The switching speed was measured to be within 1.2ns.

2. Design and measurement

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed switching device consists of two SOI wire waveguide (dimension: 500×250nm²) and one III-V microdisk cavity with a pin junction in the vertical direction. The III-V/SOI die-to-wafer bonding technology is employed to fabricate the device. Please refer to Ref. [4-6] for the detailed fabrication process and III-V epi layer structure. The microdisk cavity has a diameter of 10µm. Three compressively-strained InAsP quantum wells are embedded in the cavity. With current injection, the absorption coefficient and the refractive index of the quantum wells will be altered. Correspondingly, the resonance frequency of the microdisk cavity will shift, and the depth of the resonant dip will also change [7]. Therefore, the light at a certain wavelength can be switched between the through port and the drop port by varying the bias. Figure 1(b) shows the static through-port and drop-port spectra of the proposed device under different bias current. One can see that the resonant wavelength blue-shifts as the current increases, due to the increased carrier density. The best working point for drop-port switching was later concluded to be at 55µA/0.9V, since the extinction ratio exhibits a low optical power dependency at this bias, i.e., the quantum wells reach transparency. The 3-dB bandwidth at 55µA/0.9V is about 0.7nm (87.5GHz). The drop port...
loss is ~10dB. This high loss is probably due to the unbalanced coupling coefficients of the two SOI waveguides to the microdisk cavity due to the misalignment of the microdisk during the fabrication process. This can be solved by using more accurate lithography system, e.g., E-beam lithography. To demonstrate the dynamic response of the proposed switch, we used a periodic modulated optical signal at 10Gbps (center wavelength at 1610.29nm) as the input light, and the bias of the microdisk was swept from –1.1V to 0.9V. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The switching from drop port to through port takes about 70ps. However, in the opposite direction the switching time is about 1.2ns due to the obvious relaxation oscillation in the carrier-injection transient. The dynamic extinction ratio is about 15dB, similar to that of the static case as shown in Fig. 1(b), due to the large bandwidth of the resonance. The eye-diagram of a 10Gbps, 2\(^\text{31}\)-1 non-return-to-zero pseudo random bit stream optical signal, which was switched to either the through port or the drop port, is also plotted in Fig. 2. A clear open eye without significant distortion can be observed.

![Fig. 2. Dynamic response of the proposed device. (a) and (c) are the off and on transients at the through port, respectively; (d) and (d) are the on and off transients at the drop port, respectively; (f) and (g) are the eye-diagram of a 10Gbps optical signal which were switched to the through port and the drop port, respectively.](image_url)

3. Conclusion

We have reported a compact electro-optic switch on SOI by using a 10µm diameter III-V microdisk cavity. By sweeping the bias of the microdisk cavity from –1.1V to 0.9V, a 10Gbps optical signal has been successfully switched between the two output SOI waveguides with extinction ratio of 15dB. The switching time is within 1.2ns.
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